THE FAMILY PRAYER TABLE

- The prayer table i.e. small table or suitable area in your home
- A simple cloth to cover the table - purple is for the Season of Lent

**Small vase with flowers**

- Bible
- Candle

- **Statue** - Good Shepherd, Mary, Holy Family

- Prayer Card & Easel, Religious cards, Images
- Small Doilies

ALTAR ARTICLES

- Small Table or suitable area in your home - a quiet place
- Cloth to cover the table - ours is Purple for Lent - Preparing

**Candle Holder Pair & Candles**
https://app.etapetry.com/cart/CatechesisGoodShepherd/default/item.php?ref=628.0.456966569
https://app.etapetry.com/cart/CatechesisGoodShepherd/default/item.php?ref=628.0.456983005

- **Crucifix**
  https://app.etapetry.com/cart/CatechesisGoodShepherd/default/item.php?ref=628.0.452533425

- **Choice & Paten**
  https://app.etapetry.com/cart/CatechesisGoodShepherd/default/item.php?ref=628.0.452209821
  https://app.etapetry.com/cart/CatechesisGoodShepherd/default/item.php?ref=628.0.452489279

- **Striker Tray & Snuffer**